
IXL Online Math Program 

A review of the IXL Program’s Components for 11/14/18 HES Parent University



iXL Dashboard and Taskbar

Click on profile and 

settings



Student Profile and 
Settings: 

Changes grade level 

to letters in the 

learning tab

Teachers can see student 

progress and performance in the 

moment when student’s are 

logged in and view cumulative 

data over time.

Customizable reports for skills 

practiced and accuracy with 

assigned skills or standards can 

also be viewed.

Differentiation for students is easy 

by hiding above or below grade 

levels skills from their dashboard 

and timers can be adjusted or shut 

off for students who require time 

adjustments accommodations or 

have test anxiety issues. 



Diagnostic Testing 

IXL's Continuous 

Diagnostic works 

seamlessly with IXL's 

curriculum to tell you 

exactly what your 

students know and 

precisely what to do 

next to help them grow. 

Quick glance of 

students grade levels

Smaller circle is an 

indication the 

program has a 

good idea of where 

the student is.



Diagnostic Testing



Curriculum 
(Smart Score)

The SmartScore is not a percentage 

score The SmartScore factors in 

question difficulty, answer 

accuracy, and consistency to reflect 

students' true understanding of a 

skill. You can think of it as a 

predictor of performance: if a 

student reaches a SmartScore of 85, 

you could expect a similar score on 

a test of that skill.

- Smart Scores can change per 

student, not all kids need to 

get a 100 to show mastery

- Smart scores adjust 

depending on a students 

level of understanding of the 

skill 



Finding and 
Assigning Skills

1. Recommendations

2. Search Bar

3. MA Standards tab

4. Math tab 
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Assignment Tasks

Stars indicates you have 

assigned the task. 

Different colored stars 

indicate differentiated 

grouping of students or 

for an individual student.

The bars indicate a 

student’s level of 

understanding of the 

skill or standard. (Levels 

of mastery are 

I (low), II (med), III (high)



iXL Analytics: 

Dashboard:

Quick view of where a 

teacher’s class is, what 

skills they are working 

on, and how much time 

they have spent on the 

program. 

Parents can access info 

on their individual child  

in the family/parent 

portal (see handout on 

setting up parent portal). 



Analytics:

Troublespots

Teachers can see  

whole groups of 

students who are 

struggling  or they 

can view data by 

individual students. 



Analytics

Student Tab

Will further 

breakdown a 

students 

performance in 

given strand 

areas 



Analytics:

Skills Practiced Tab:

Allows teachers to look 

at specific skills 

students have been 

spending their time on & 

their level of accuracy on 

those skills. 

Teacher’s can restrict or 

assign  specific skills 

levels for students. 



Awards Center: 

Creates motivation 

for students 

individually and as 

a class! 

Parent portal 

allows access to an 

individual student ‘s 

certificates. 



Thank you for attending H.E.S. Parent 

University on iXL Online Math Program

PLEASE DON’T FORGET TO TAKE YOUR HANDOUTS HOME & BE SURE 
YOU SIGNED IN ON THE SIGN IN SHEET~ THANK YOU! ~

Any 
Questions?


